
SELMER GROUPS AND CLASS GROUPS

KĘSTUTIS ČESNAVIČIUS

Abstract. Let A be an abelian variety over a global field K of characteristic p ě 0. If A has
nontrivial (resp. full) K-rational l-torsion for a prime l ‰ p, we exploit the fppf cohomological
interpretation of the l-Selmer group SellA to bound #SellA from below (resp. above) in terms
of the cardinality of the l-torsion subgroup of the ideal class group of K. Applied over families of
finite extensions of K, the bounds relate the growth of Selmer groups and class groups. For function
fields, this technique proves the unboundedness of l-ranks of class groups of quadratic extensions of
every K containing a fixed finite field Fpn (depending on l). For number fields, it suggests a new
approach to the Iwasawa µ “ 0 conjecture through inequalities, valid when ApKqrls ‰ 0, between
Iwasawa invariants governing the growth of Selmer groups and class groups in a Zl-extension.

1. Introduction

Fix a prime l, a number field K, an abelian variety A Ñ SpecK of dimension g ą 0, and let L{K
range in some family of finite extensions. Our goal is to relate, in favorable situations, the growth
of the l-torsion subgroup PicpOLqrls of the ideal class group of L and that of the l-Selmer group
SellAL. Concrete expectations in the case of quadratic L{K are provided by folklore conjectures:

Conjecture 1.1. As L{K ranges over quadratic extensions, # PicpOLqrls is unbounded.

Conjecture 1.2. As L{K ranges over quadratic extensions, # SellAL is unbounded.

Remarks.

1.3. Conjecture 1.1 is known for l “ 2 due to the genus theory of Gauss, but is open for every
pair pK, lq with l odd; in the K “ Q case, much more precise predictions are available
through the Cohen-Lenstra heuristics [CL84]. The conjectured (but not universally believed)
unboundedness of rkApLq would imply Conjecture 1.2, which is known for l “ 2 if g “ 1
[CS10, Thm. 3]1 and for l “ 2 in certain g ą 1 cases (see Remarks 1.6 and 4.4), but is open
for every pair pA, lq with l odd.

1.4. If Conjecture 1.1 (resp., 1.2) is known for pK, lq, it follows for pK 1, lq for every finite extension
K 1{K, see Lemma 4.5 (resp., 4.6).

We relate the conjectures by proving their equivalence after replacing K by a finite extension:

Theorem 1.5 (Corollary 4.8).

(a) If A has Z{lZ or µl as a K-subgroup, then Conjecture 1.1 for K implies Conjecture 1.2 for A.
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1The case when A does not have potential complex multiplication is due to Bölling [Böl75, pp. 170-171]. Both

papers concern the (stronger) unboundedness of cardinalities of 2-torsion subgroups of Shafarevich-Tate groups.
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(b) If Arls has a filtration by K-subgroups with subquotients isomorphic to Z{lZ or µl, then
Conjecture 1.2 for A implies Conjecture 1.1 for K.

Remarks.

1.6. The known l “ 2 case of Conjecture 1.1 therefore proves the l “ 2 and ApKqr2s ‰ 0 case
of Conjecture 1.2. Restricting further to g “ 1, this combines with the unboundedness of
# Sel2AL proved by Klagsbrun, Mazur, and Rubin [Kla11, 1.2] under the ApKqr2s “ 0
assumption to reprove Conjecture 1.2 in the pg, lq “ p1, 2q case.

1.7. Even though the idea that Selmer groups and class groups are related is not new (compare,
e.g., [Sch96]), the relationship furnished by Theorem 1.5 is sharper than those available pre-
viously. Moreover, it is specific neither to quadratic L{K nor to number fields: §4, containing
its proof, works in the setting of bounded degree extensions of any fixed global field K.

1.8. The method of the proof. Under the assumptions of (a) (resp., (b)) of Theorem 1.5, we
prove lower (resp., upper) bounds for # SellA in terms of # PicpOKqrls in §2 (resp., §3), which we
apply after base change to L. As for the bounds themselves, the fppf cohomological interpretation
of Selmer groups provides the idea. To explain it, assume for simplicity that Arls – pZ{lZqg ‘ µgl
over K, and let S be the spectrum of the ring of integers of K and AÑ S the Néron model of A.
The Néron property of ArlsSr 1

l
s [Čes13, B.5] forces ArlsSr 1

l
s – pZ{lZq

g‘µgl . Passing to cohomology,
both #H1pSr1l s,Z{lZq and #H1pSr1l s, µlq relate to # PicpSqrls (see Lemmas B.1 and B.2), whereas
H1pSr1l s,Arlsq Ă H1pK,Arlsq is defined by local conditions [Čes13, 4.2], which at finite places of
good reduction agree with those defining SellA Ă H1pK,Arlsq [Čes13, 2.5]; it remains to quantify
the resulting relation between #H1pSr1l s,Arlsq and # SellA.

1.9. The function field case. The argument sketched in 1.8 continues to work for a global
function field K of positive characteristic p ‰ l. For such K, the analogue of Conjecture 1.2 is
known in the case of a constant supersingular elliptic curve: rkApLq is unbounded due to the work
of Shafarevich and Tate [TŠ67]. With this input, we prove the analogue of Conjecture 1.1 for
every K containing a fixed finite field Fpn (depending on l) and consequently, for such K, also the
analogue of Conjecture 1.2 for A that have Z{lZ or µl as a K-subgroup. For precise statements, see
Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.4. As in the number field case discussed in Remark 1.3, no case of the
analogue of Conjecture 1.1 was previously known for odd l (for l “ 2, see [Mad72, Thm. 3]).

1.10. Applications to Iwasawa theory. The bounds mentioned in 1.8 lead to inequalities of
Propositions 7.1 and 7.3 between the Iwasawa invariants governing the growth of Selmer groups and
class groups in the layers of a Zp-extension. These inequalities imply our main result concerning
Iwasawa theory (for a detailed discussion and other results see §§6-8):

Theorem 1.11 (Theorem 8.4). For a prime p and a number field K, to prove the Iwasawa µ “ 0
conjecture for the cyclotomic Zp-extension K8{K, it suffices to find an abelian K-variety A such that

(i) A has good ordinary reduction at all places above p,

(ii) A has Z{pZ as a K-subgroup,

(iii) HompSelp8 AK8 ,Qp{Zpq is a torsion module over the Iwasawa algebra and has µ-invariant 0.

Remark 1.12. In fact, it suffices to find such an A after replacing K by a finite extension, see
Lemma 7.7. It is not clear, however, how to take advantage of the apparent flexibility of choice: for
arbitrary K and p, (iii) alone seems nontrivial to fulfill. For K “ Q and p “ 5, the elliptic curve
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11A3 satisfies (i)-(iii) [Gre99, pp. 120-124]; with this A, Theorem 1.11 reproves an easy case of the
Ferrero-Washington theorem (which is not used in loc. cit., so the argument is not circular).

1.13. The contents of the paper. The bounds discussed in 1.8 are essential for all subsequent ap-
plications and are proved in §§2-3. These technical sections rely on (standard but crucial) auxiliary
computations of appendices A and B. Theorem 1.5 is proved in §4, which applies the inequalities
of §§2-3 in families of bounded degree extensions of K. Both §§2-4 and the appendix B work under
the assumption that K is a global field. Special cases of function field analogues of Conjectures 1.1
and 1.2 are proved in §5. The remaining §§6-8 discuss Iwasawa theory (and assume that K is a num-
ber field). The introductory §6 records how Iwasawa invariants control the growth of PicpOKqrp

ms

and Selpm A; this deviates from the standard discussion that concerns PicpOKqrp
8s and Selp8 A.

Inequalities between Iwasawa invariants of class groups and Selmer groups result from the bounds
of §§2-3 and are the subject of §7. The final §8 summarizes the conclusions for the cyclotomic
Zp-extension (§§6-7 allow an arbitrary Zp-extension).

1.14. Notation. The notation set in this paragraph is in place for the rest of the paper; deviations,
if any, are recorded in the beginning of each section. Let l be a prime, m a positive integer, and K
a global field. If charK “ 0, let S be the spectrum of the ring of integers of K; if charK ą 0, let S
be the proper smooth curve with function field K. Let v be a place of K and Kv the corresponding
completion; if v - 8, then v identifies with a closed point of S, and Ov and Fv denote the ring of
integers and the residue field of Kv. Let r1 and r2 be the number of real and complex places of K.
Let AÑ SpecK be an abelian variety of dimension g ą 0 and AÑ S its Néron model. For v P S,
let Φv be the étale Fv-group scheme of connected components of AFv . For a finite extension L{K,
the formation of S, A, Φv is not compatible with base change, and we denote by SL, AL, ΦL

w their
analogues over L (note that SL is the normalization of S in L).

1.15. Conventions. To simplify the computations, ÁA,L,... and ÀA,L,... denote inequalities up to
implied constants that depend only on the indicated parameters (note that A, being a morphism
AÑ SpecK, includes dependence on K); when no parameters are indicated, the ones used last are
taken. Also, „ stands for “Á and À”. When needed (e.g., for forming composita or intersections),
a choice of a separable closure F of a field F is made implicitly (and compatibly for overfields).
The étale fundamental group of an integral scheme is based at the generic point. Fppf cohomology
is denoted by H i; when the coefficient sheaf is a smooth group scheme, the identification with
étale cohomology [Gro68, 11.7 1˝)] is implicit and similarly for further identifications with Galois
cohomology. Fppf cohomology with compact supports that takes into account infinite primes [Mil06,
III.0.6 (a)] is denoted by H i

c. All quotients are taken in the big fppf topos, and Xfppf denotes the big
fppf site of the scheme X. The lm-Selmer group Sellm A is the preimage of

ś

v ApKvq{l
mApKvq Ă

ś

vH
1pKv, Arl

msq in H1pK,Arlmsq regardless of charK. For a nonempty open U Ă S, the number
of closed points of S not in U is #pSzUq. If charK “ 0, then Pic`pSq is the narrow ideal class
group of K; if charK ą 0, then Pic`pSq :“ PicpSq. For an integer n and a scheme X, the open
subscheme on which n is invertible is Xr 1

n s.
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2. Lower bounds for Selmer groups in terms of class groups

Mimicking [Mil06, p. 178], for a nonempty open U Ă S and a sheaf F on Ufppf , we define

D1pU,Fq :“ ImpH1
c pU,Fq Ñ H1pU,Fqq.

Proposition 2.1. If U Ă S is a nonempty open subscheme for which A has semiabelian reduction
at all v P U with charFv “ l, then

D1pU,Arlmsq �
�

//

��

H1pK,Arlmsq

��
ś

vPU H
1pOv,Arlmsq ˆ

ś

vRU 0 �
�

//
ś

vH
1pKv, Arl

msq,

is Cartesian. If, moreover, l ‰ charK or U “ S, then, taking intersections inside H1pK,Arlmsq,

#

ˆ

D1pU,Arlmsq
D1pU,Arlmsq X Sellm A

˙

ď
ź

vPU

#ΦvpFvq
#plmΦvqpFvq

,

#

ˆ

Sellm A

D1pU,Arlmsq X Sellm A

˙

ď
ź

vPU

#ΦvpFvq
#plmΦvqpFvq

¨
ź

vPSzU

´

lmgrKv :Qls ¨#ApKvqrl
ms

¯

¨
ź

real v
l“2

#π0pApKvqq,

where rKv : Qls :“ 0 unless Kv is a finite extension of Ql.

Proof. For the diagram, use the similar description of H1pU,Arlmsq Ă H1pK,Arlmsq [Čes13, 4.2 and
B.4] and the compactly supported cohomology exact sequence [Mil06, III.0.6 (a)]. For the inequal-
ities, compare the defining local conditions by means of [Čes13, 2.5 (a)] and Proposition A.1. �

Theorem 2.2. Suppose that Arlms has a K-subgroup G –
À

iPI Z{laiZ‘
À

jPJ µlbj with ai, bj ě 1.

(a) Set r :“ r1 if l “ 2, and r :“ 0 if l ‰ 2; also tv | lu :“ H if charK ą 0. If l ‰ charK, then

# Sellm A Ág,l,m

ś

i # PicpSr1l sqrl
ais

ś

j # Pic`pSqrl
bj s

2r¨#J ¨ lr2
ř

j bj ¨
ś

vPSr 1
l
s

#ΦvpFvq

#plmΦvqpFvq
¨
ś

j

ś

v|l #µlbj pKvq
.

(b) If J “ H and A has semiabelian reduction at all v with charFv “ l, then

# Sellm A Ág,l,m

ś

i # PicpSqrlais
ś

v-8
#ΦvpFvq

#plmΦvqpFvq

.

Proof. We give the similar proofs together. For (a), set U :“ Sr1l s; for (b), set U :“ S. By

Proposition 2.1, # Sellm A ě #D1pU,Arlmsq ¨
´

ś

vPU
#ΦvpFvq

#plmΦvqpFvq

¯´1
. Let G Ñ U be the group

smoothening of the schematic image of G Ñ AU ; by [BLR90, 7.1/6], G is the Néron model of G,
hence G –

À

i Z{laiZ ‘
À

j µlbj . The U -homomorphism G f
ÝÑ Arlms has generic fiber G ãÑ Arlms;

moreover, H1pU,Gq Ă H1pK,Gq and H1pU,Arlmsq Ă H1pK,Arlmsq [Čes13, A.5 and B.4]. There-
fore, # KerH1pfq À 1, giving #D1pU,Arlmsq Á #D1pU,Gq. The conclusion follows by combining
the obtained inequalities with Lemmas B.3 and B.4 and the exact sequence [Mil06, III.0.6 (a)]. �
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3. Upper bounds for Selmer groups in terms of class groups

Assume in this section that l ‰ charK. Contrary to the lower bounds in Theorem 2.2, we do not
use implied constants in the upper bounds in Theorem 3.1. This makes the inequalities less pleasant
but has the advantage of providing explicit lower bounds on the cardinalities of l-torsion subgroups
of class groups when Theorem 3.1 is applied to an abelian variety of high rank. For instance, one
may hope for a practical approach to Theorem 1.5: by finding an elliptic curve E Ñ SpecQ for
which EpQqrls ‰ 0 with l odd and a quadratic F {Q for which rkEpF q is large, one would get a
quadratic number field with large class group l-rank rl :“ dimFl

PicpSF qrls. The current records
(among quadratic F ) r3 “ 6 [Que87] and r5 “ 4 [Sch83] exploit relations with elliptic curves.

Theorem 3.1. Fix a nonempty open U Ĺ Sr1l s for which AU Ñ U is an abelian scheme. Set
r :“ r1 if l “ 2, and r :“ 0 if l ‰ 2; also rK : Qs :“ 0 if charK ą 0. If Arlms has a filtration by
K-subgroups Nj with subquotients isomorphic to Z{laiZ or µ

lbj
with ai, bj ě 1, then

# Sellm A ď
ź

i

#pPic` S{l
ai Pic` Sq

ź

j

# PicpUqrlbj s ¨ lrK:Qs
ř

i ai`pr1`r2`#pSzUq´1q
ř

j bj ¨

ź

j

#µ
lbj
pKq ¨

ź

i

ź

vPSzU

#µlai pKvq,

and also

# Sellm A ď
ź

i

#pPicU{lai PicUq
ź

j

#pPic` S{l
bj Pic` Sq ¨ l

mgrK:Qs`p#pSzUq´1q
ř

i ai`pr1`r2´1q
ř

j bj ¨

ź

i

2r ¨
ź

real v
l“2

#π0pApKvqq
´1 ¨#ArlmspKq ¨

ź

j

ź

vPSzU

#µ
lbj
pKvq.

Proof. Let Nj be the schematic image of Nj Ñ ArlmsU . By [EGA I, 9.5.5-6], [EGA IV2, 2.8.5-
6], [TO70, p. 17 Lemma 5], and finiteness of ArlmsU , the Nj filter ArlmsU by finite étale U -
subgroups. Due to finiteness, the étale subquotients Nj`1{Nj are the Néron models of the Nj`1{Nj

and hence identify with Z{laiZ or µ
lbj
. Therefore, Lemmas B.1 to B.4 bound #H1pU,Arlmsq and

#H1
c pU,Arlmsq through cohomology sequences, and the claimed inequalities follow by combining

these bounds with the following observations:

(i) For the first inequality: by [Čes13, 2.5 (d) and 4.2], # Sellm A ď #H1pU,Arlmsq;

(ii) For the second: by [Mil06, III.0.6 (a)] and Proposition 2.1, writing pH i for Tate cohomology,

#D1pU,Arlmsq ď #H1
c pU,Arlmsq ¨

ź

vPSzU

#ApKvqrl
ms´1 ¨

ź

v|8

# pH0pKv, Arl
msq´1 ¨#ArlmspKq, and

# Sellm A

#D1pU,Arlmsq
ď lmgrK:Qs ¨

ź

vPSzU

#ApKvqrl
ms ¨

ź

real v
l“2

#π0pApKvqq;

moreover, if l “ 2 and v is real, by Proposition A.1(c) and [GH81, 1.3],

# pH0pKv, Arl
msq “ #H1pKv, Arl

msq “ #π0pApKvqq
2. �

Remarks.

3.2. The two bounds are incomparable in general; they yield different bounds in Proposition 7.3.
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3.3. When Z{laiZ – µlai over K, the two interpretations of the corresponding subquotient result
in different right hand sides of the inequalities of Theorem 3.1, and hence also in the flexibility
of choosing the best bound. Similarly for µ

lbj
.

4. Growth of Selmer groups and class groups in extensions of bounded degree

Theorem 4.1. Let L{K be an extension of degree at most d.

(a) If either

(i) A has Z{lZ or µl as a K-subgroup, and l ‰ charK, or

(ii) A has everywhere semiabelian reduction and Z{lZ as a K-subgroup,

then
# Sellm AL ÁA,d,l # PicpSLqrls.

(b) If l ‰ charK and Arls has a filtration with subquotients isomorphic to Z{lZ or µl, then

# SellAL ÀA,d,l # PicpSLqrls2g.

Proof.

(a) This follows from Theorem 2.2 since, letting w denote a place of L, we have

(1) # PicpSLr1l sqrls „K,d,l # PicpSLqrls if charK ‰ l, because #pSLzSLr1l sq is bounded;

(2) # Pic`pS
Lqrls „K,d # PicpSLqrls, because the number of real w is bounded;

(3) There is a bounded number of w’s of bad reduction for A; moreover, for each such w,

(α) If charK “ 0, up to isomorphism there are only finitely many possibilities for ALw .

(β) In general, #ΦL
wpFwq

#plΦL
wqpFwq

ď #ΦL
wrls, and, if l ‰ charFw or the reduction is semia-

belian, then #ΦL
wrls ď #ALrlsFw „g,l 1, as is seen by inspecting the finite part

[EGA IV4, 18.5.11 c)] of the quasi-finite separated ALrlsOw .

(b) This follows from (either part of) Theorem 3.1: one argues as in (1) and (2) and uses

(4) #pPic` S
L{lPic` S

Lq „K,d,l # PicpSLqrls. �

Corollary 4.2. If either (i) or (ii) of Theorem 4.1(a) hold, then # SellAL is unbounded as L{K
ranges over degree l extensions.

Proof. Indeed, # PicpSLqrls is unbounded [Mad72, Thm. 3]. �

Corollary 4.3. If l ‰ charK, then # SellAL is unbounded as L{K ranges over extensions of degree
at most l2g`1 ´ l.

Proof. Indeed, A acquires a nontrivial l-torsion point over an extension of degree at most l2g´1. �

Remark 4.4. There are several results in the literature concerned with proving the unboundedness
of #XpALqrls (and hence that of # SellAL) as L ranges over degree l extensions of K: [CS10,
Thm. 3] treats the case dimA “ 1 and l ‰ charK, whereas [Cre11, Thm. 1.1], improving [Cla04,
Thm. 7], allows arbitrary dimension but imposes restrictions (which are satisfied after passing to
a finite extension) on the Néron-Severi group of A. In contrast, Corollary 4.2 has no dimension or
Néron-Severi assumptions but constrains Arls and only gives Selmer growth.
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If l ‰ charK, the assumptions of (a) and (b) in Theorem 4.1 are satisfied after passing to a
suitable finite extension K 1{K; standard lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, which are also used in §7, clarify in
Corollary 4.8 how this affects the unboundedness questions.

Lemma 4.5. Let L be a global field and L1{L an extension of degree at most d. Then

# PicpSL
1

qrns Ád,n # PicpSLqrns.

Proof. For number fields, the claim is clear from the theory of the Hilbert class field: if H{L
is an unramified abelian extension with Galois group killed by n, then so is HL1{L1, for which
rHL1 : L1s ě 1

d rH : Ls. The proof in the function field case is the same – the link to unramified
abelian extensions is provided by Lemma B.1(a) applied to the prime factors of n: # PicpSLqrns „n
#H1pSL,Z{nZq “ # Hompπét

1 pS
Lq,Z{nZq “ rHL : Ls whereHL{L is the maximal (in L) unramified

abelian extension with Galois group killed by n, and similarly for L1. �

Lemma 4.6. Let L be a global field, A a g-dimensional abelian variety over L, and L1{L an extension
of degree at most d. If charL - n, then

# SelnAL1 Ád,g,n # SelnA.

Proof. Let RL1{L denote the restriction of scalars. By [CGP10, A.5.1-2, A.5.4 (1), A.5.7],

0 // Arns //
� _

a

��

A
n //� _

��

A //� _

��

0

0 // RL1{LpArnsL1q // RL1{LpAL1q
n // RL1{LpAL1q // 0

(1)

is a morphism of short exact (in the big étale site of L) sequences of smooth L-group schemes.
Moreover, RL1{LpArnsL1q is finite étale with #RL1{LpArnsL1q „ 1: for separable L1{L, this is evident
after base change to L1, [CGP10, A.5.13] handles the purely inseparable case, and in general one
uses the transitivity of RL1{L. Consequently, # KerH1

étpaq „ 1, and since H i
étpL,RL1{LpArnsL1qq –

H i
étpL

1, Arnsq [SGA 41
2 , p. 24 II.3.6], it remains to see that H1

étpaq respects the n-Selmer subgroups.
This is evident from the compatibility of the formation of (1) with any base change and the well
known L1 bL Lv –

ś

w|v L
1
w [Ser79, II.§3 Thm. 1 (iii)] for a place v of L. �

Remark 4.7. For separable L1{L, one reduces to the Galois case and applies the inflation-restriction
sequence in Galois cohomology to obtain another proof of Lemma 4.6.

Corollary 4.8. Let L{K range in a family of finite extensions of bounded degree.

(a) For a finite extension K 1{K for which either (i) or (ii) of Theorem 4.1(a) hold, if # PicpSLqrls
is unbounded, then so is # SellAK1L.

(b) Assume that l ‰ charK. For a finite extension K 1{K for which ArlsK1 has a filtration with
subquotients isomorphic to Z{lZ or µl, if # SellAL is unbounded, then so is # PicpSK

1Lqrls.

Proof. Combine Theorem 4.1 with Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6. �

5. Special cases of the function field analogues of Conjectures 1.1 and 1.2

For this section, fix a prime p and suppose that charK “ p, i.e., K is a finite extension of Fpptq.
The analogues in question assume that l ‰ p and predict that # PicpSLqrls and # SellAL should be
unbounded as L ranges over quadratic extensions of K. We show that this is indeed the case if one
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replaces K by a finite extension depending on l (and also on A in the Selmer group case). The key
input is the work of Shafarevich and Tate [TŠ67] on unboundedness of ranks of quadratic twists of
a constant supersingular elliptic curve.

Theorem 5.1. For each prime power lm with l ‰ p, there is a q “ pnpl,mq such that if Fq Ă K,
then the number of Z{lmZ-summands of PicpSLqrlms is unbounded as L{K ranges over quadratic
extensions of the form L “ L1K for quadratic extensions L1{Fpptq. In particular, with n :“ npl, 1q,
the analogue of Conjecture 1.1 holds for l and every global field containing Fpn.

Proof. Take a supersingular elliptic curve E Ñ SpecFp (see [Wat69, 4.1 (5)] for its existence proved
by Deuring). Let q be such that EFq rl

ms – Z{lmZ‘µlm , and hence also ESLrlms – Z{lmZ‘µlm for
every L. By [Čes13, 5.4 (c)], H1pSL, ESLrlmsq “ Sellm EL, and by the result of Shafarevich and Tate
[Ulm07, 1.4], rkEpLq and hence also the number of Z{lmZ-summands of Sellm EL are unbounded.
It remains to note that by the proofs of Lemmas B.1 and B.2, Sellm EL – H1pSL,Z{lmZ ‘ µlmq
admits a map to HompPicpSLq{lm PicpSLq,Z{lmZq ‘ PicpSLqrlms with kernel of bounded size. �

Remarks.

5.2. For a composite lm1
1 ¨ . . . ¨ lmk

k prime to p, the proof gives a q “ pnpl1,m1,...,lk,mkq such that for
every finite extension K{Fqptq, the unbounded growth of the number of Z{lmi

i Z-summands of
PicpSLqrlmi

i s is simultaneous as L{K ranges over quadratic extensions (of the form L “ L1K
as in Theorem 5.1).

5.3. A possible choice for npl,mq is 2n with p´pqn ” 1 mod lm (e.g., npl,mq :“ 2lm´1pl ´ 1q):
in the proof take the supersingular E Ñ SpecFp which has x2 ` p as the characteristic
polynomial of the p-power Frobenius Frobp, so Frobp2n fixes Erlms.

Corollary 5.4. If l ‰ p, then there is a finite extension K 1{K (depending on l and A) such that
the analogue of Conjecture 1.2 holds for AK2 and l for every finite extension K2{K 1, i.e., # SellAL
is unbounded as L{K2 ranges over quadratic extensions.

Proof. Due to Theorems 4.1(a) and 5.1, it suffices to choose K 1 to contain Fpn with n “ npl, 1q and
satisfy either Z{lZ Ă ArlsK1 or µl Ă ArlsK1 . �

6. Iwasawa theory of class groups and Selmer groups

To keep the discussion focused, we assume in this and the next two sections that K is a number
field, even though the question of function field analogues is an interesting one. Likewise, we set
aside the possibility of more general p-adic Lie extensions and fix a Zp-extension K8{K. Concretely,
K8{K is Galois with GalpK8{Kq – Zp; we fix a choice of the latter isomorphism, which identifies
the Iwasawa algebra Λ of K8{K with ZprrT ss. We denote by v1, . . . , vk the places of K ramified in
K8, so k ě 1 and vi | p, and by Kn the subfield of K8 fixed by pnZp.

6.1. Iwasawa theory of class groups. LetM be the maximal unramified abelian pro-p extension
of K8. Set X :“ GalpM{K8q, which is a finitely generated torsion Λ-module (cf. [Ser58, Thm. 5
and §5]). The structure theory of such Λ-modules gives a Λ-homomorphism

X Ñ
à

i

Λ{f lii Λ‘
à

j

Λ{pmjΛ,

with finite kernel and cokernel (i.e., a pseudo-isomorphism) for uniquely determined mj P Zą0,
monic polynomials fi P ZprrT ss that are monomials mod p, and li P Zą0. The λ- and µ-invariants
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of K8{K are
λPic :“

ÿ

li deg fi, µPic :“
ÿ

mj .

We also set µpmqPic :“
ř

j minpmj ,mq for m ě 0, which is of interest because it governs the growth of
# PicpSKnqrpms (as opposed to the customary in Iwasawa theory # PicpSKnqrp8s):

Proposition 6.2. # PicpSKnqrpms „K,K8,m pµ
pmq
Pic p

n.

Before giving the proof we record a trivial lemma that clarifies implicit computations in subsequent
arguments involving pseudo-isomorphisms; the lemma will be used without explicit notice.

Lemma 6.3. Let R be a commutative ring, and let X f
ÝÑ Y be a homomorphism of R-modules with

finite kernel and cokernel. For r P R, the induced X{rX
f{r
ÝÝÑ Y {rY and Xrrs

frrs
ÝÝÑ Y rrs satisfy

# Ker f{r ď # Ker f ¨# Coker f, # Coker f{r ď # Coker f,

# Ker frrs ď # Ker f, # Coker frrs ď # Ker f ¨# Coker f.

Proof. Apply the snake lemma twice. �

Proof of Proposition 6.2. Replacing K by Kn has the effect of multiplying µpmqPic by pn (since ZprrT ss
is replaced by ZprrpT ` 1qp

n
´ 1ss). By choosing n large, we are therefore reduced to the case when

each vi is totally ramified in K8.

In this case, by [Ser58, Thm. 4], as Zp-modules, PicpSKnqrp8s is isomorphic to the quotient of the
finitely generated X{ppT ` 1qp

n
´ 1qX by a submodule generated by k elements. Hence

# PicpSKnqrpms „ #pX{ppT ` 1qp
n
´ 1qXqrpms „

ź

j

#pΛ{ppmj , pT ` 1qp
n
´ 1qqrpms “ pµ

pmq
Pic p

n
. �

6.4. Iwasawa theory of Selmer groups. The p8-Selmer group of AKn is

Selp8 AKn
:“ lim
ÝÑ
m

Selpm AKn ,

and that of AK8 is
Selp8 AK8 :“ lim

ÝÑ
n

Selp8 AKn .

For the compact Pontryagin dual X 1 :“ HompSelp8 AK8 ,Qp{Zpq, one knows

Claim 6.4.1. The Λ-module X 1 is finitely generated.

Proof. Fix a nonempty open U Ă Sr1p s for which AU Ñ U is an abelian scheme. Finiteness of
H1

étpU,Arpsq [Mil06, II.2.13] implies that of H1
étpU,Arp8sqrps: the exact sequences

0 Ñ ArpsU Ñ ArpnsU
p
ÝÑ Arpn´1sU Ñ 0,

0 Ñ Arpn´1sU Ñ ArpnsU
pn´1

ÝÝÝÑ ArpsU Ñ 0

give #H1
étpU,Arpnsqrps ď #H1

étpU,Arpsq ¨#ApKqrps. Consequently, H1
étpU,Arp8sq is Zp-cofinitely

generated.

Let U8 :“ lim
ÐÝ

USKn be the normalization of U in K8. Since U8{U is pro-(finite étale Galois), the
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence

H ipGalpK8{Kq, H
j
étpU8,Arp

8sqq ñ H i`j
ét pU,Arp

8sq
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shows that H1
étpU8,Arp8sqGalpK8{Kq is Zp-cofinitely generated. Therefore, so is

pSelp8 AK8q
GalpK8{Kq Ă H1

étpU8,Arp8sqGalpK8{Kq.

Pontryagin duality then gives the finiteness of X 1{pT, pq, and it remains to invoke the relevant
version of Nakayama’s lemma [Ser58, Lemme 4]. �

Claim 6.4.1 and the structure theory of finitely generated Λ-modules give a pseudo-isomorphism

X 1 Ñ Λρ ‘
à

s

Λ{f l
1
s
s Λ‘

à

t

Λ{pm
1
tΛ (2)

as in 6.1 (with similar uniqueness claims). However, unlike X, the Λ-module X 1 need not be torsion,
i.e., ρ ą 0 is possible. As for class groups, set µpmqSel :“

ř

t minpm1t,mq for m ě 0.

6.5. Controlled growth. We say that the control theorem holds for A and K8, if

Selp8 AKn Ñ pSelp8 AK8q
GalpK8{Knq for n ě 0

has finite kernel and cokernel of order bounded independently of n. The first result of this type
is due to Mazur [Maz72, 6.4 (i)]; it has subsequently been generalized by Greenberg [Gre03, 5.1]:
potential good ordinary reduction of A at all v | p is sufficient for the control theorem to hold. Such
results play a purely axiomatic role in our computations:

Proposition 6.6. # Selpm AKn „A,K8,m ppρm`µ
pmq
Sel qp

n, if the control theorem holds for A and K8.

To replace Selpm AKn by pSelp8 AKnqrp
ms we will need a quantitative version of [BKL`13, 5.9]:

Lemma 6.7. Let AÑ SpecK be an abelian variety over a global field, p a prime, and a, b P Zą0.

(a) The kernel and cokernel of SelaAÑ pSelabAqras are of size at most #AraspKq.

(b) The kernel and cokernel of Selpm AÑ pSelp8 Aqrp
ms are of size at most #ArpmspKq.

Proof. Part (b) is obtained from (a) by taking direct limits. As for (a), the cohomology sequence of
0 Ñ Aras Ñ Arabs

a
ÝÑ Arbs Ñ 0 gives the kernel claim since #AraspKq¨#ArbspKq

#ArabspKq ď #AraspKq. Selmer

groups consist of H1-classes that vanish in every H1pKv, Aq, so
pSelab Aqras
ImpSela Aq

ãÑ
H1pK,Arabsqras
ImpH1pK,Arasqq

, and the

cokernel claim results from the injection H1pK,Arabsqras
ImpH1pK,Arasqq

ãÑ Ker
`

H1pK,Arbsq Ñ H1pK,Arabsq
˘

. �

Proof of Proposition 6.6. By Lemma 6.7(b), the control theorem, and the Pontryagin duality,

# Selpm AKn „ #pSelp8 AKnqrp
ms „ #pSelp8 AK8q

GalpK8{Knqrpms „ #
`

X 1{ppm, pT ` 1qp
n
´ 1q

˘

.

Therefore, the desired conclusion results from (2) (and Lemma 6.3). �

7. Relations between the Iwasawa invariants of Selmer groups and class groups

We keep the setup of §6 and denote by ordp the p-adic valuation normalized by ordp p “ 1.

Proposition 7.1. Suppose that the control theorem holds for A and K8, and let Σ be the set of
finite places of K that decompose completely in K8.
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(a) If Arpms has
À

i Z{paiZ‘
À

j µpbj with ai, bj ě 1 as a K-subgroup, p ‰ 2, and each v | p is
finitely decomposed in K8, then

ρm` µ
pmq
Sel ě

ÿ

i

µ
paiq
Pic `

ÿ

j

µ
pbjq
Pic ´ r2

ÿ

j

bj ´
ÿ

vPΣ

ordp

ˆ

#ΦvpFvq
#ppmΦvqpFvq

˙

.

(b) If Arpms has
À

i Z{paiZ with ai ě 1 as a K-subgroup and A has semiabelian reduction at all
v | p, then

ρm` µ
pmq
Sel ě

ÿ

i

µ
paiq
Pic ´

ÿ

vPΣ

ordp

ˆ

#ΦvpFvq
#ppmΦvqpFvq

˙

.

Proof. Combining Propositions 6.2 and 6.6 with Theorem 2.2 and using (1)-(4) below, we get

ppρm`µ
pmq
Sel qp

n
ÁA,K8,m p

ˆ

ř

i µ
paiq
Pic `

ř

j µ
pbjq

Pic ´r2
ř

j bj

˙

pn

¨

˜

ź

vPΣ

#ΦvpFvq
#ppmΦvqpFvq

¸´pn

and

ppρm`µ
pmq
Sel qp

n
ÁA,K8,m p

´

ř

i µ
paiq
Pic

¯

pn
¨

˜

ź

vPΣ

#ΦvpFvq
#ppmΦvqpFvq

¸´pn

in cases (a) and (b), respectively; the claimed inequalities follow by taking n large enough.

(1) # PicpSKnr1p sqrp
ais „ # PicpSKnqrpais in (a), since #pSKnzSKnr1p sq is bounded.

(2) The number of complex places of Kn is r2p
n.

(3) Since SKnr1p s Ñ Sr1p s is étale,
ś

w-p8
w not above Σ

#ΦKn
w „ 1 where w denotes a place of Kn.

(4) For a place w of semiabelian reduction for AKn , one has #ΦKn
w pFwq

#ppmΦKn
w qpFwq

ď #ΦKn
w rpms ď p2mg

where the last step uses surjectivity of multiplication by pm on pAKnq0pFwq and the consider-
ation of the finite part [EGA IV4, 18.5.11 c)] of the quasi-finite separated pAKnrpmsqOw . �

Remark 7.2. The control theorem can hold in presence of completely decomposed places of bad
reduction for A, see [Gre03, 5.1].

Proposition 7.3. Set r :“ r1 if p “ 2, and r :“ 0 if p ‰ 2. Suppose that the control theorem
holds for A and K8, and every place v above p or of bad reduction for A is finitely decomposed in
K8. If Arpms has a filtration by K-subgroups with subquotients isomorphic to Z{paiZ or µ

pbj
with

ai, bj ě 1, then

ρm` µ
pmq
Sel ď 2mgrK : Qs ´ r2

ÿ

j

bj `
ÿ

i

pµ
paiq
Pic ` rq `

ÿ

j

µ
pbjq
Pic ,

and also

ρm` µ
pmq
Sel ď mgrK : Qs ` pr1 ` r2q

ÿ

j

bj `
ÿ

i

pµ
paiq
Pic ` rq `

ÿ

j

pµ
pbjq
Pic ` rq ´

ÿ

real v
p“2

ord2p#π0pApKvqqq.

Proof. Combining Propositions 6.2 and 6.6 with Theorem 3.1 applied to USKn , where U is the
largest open subscheme of Sr1p s for which AU Ñ U is an abelian scheme, and using (1)-(3) below,
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we get

ppρm`µ
pmq
Sel qp

n
ÀA,K8,m p

ˆ

ř

ipµ
paiq
Pic `rq`

ř

j µ
pbjq

Pic `rK:Qs
ř

i ai`pr1`r2q
ř

j bj

˙

pn

and

ppρm`µ
pmq
Sel qp

n
ÀA,K8,m p

ˆ

ř

ipµ
paiq
Pic `rq`

ř

jpµ
pbjq

Pic `rq`mgrK:Qs`pr1`r2q
ř

j bj

˙

pn

¨

˚

˝

ź

real v
p“2

#π0pApKvqq

˛

‹

‚

´pn

.

The claimed inequalities follow by taking n large enough.

(1) Each infinite place of K is completely decomposed in K8.

(2) #pPic`pS
Knq{pai Pic`pS

Knqq ď 2rp
n
¨# PicpSKnqrpais.

(3) # PicpUSKn qrpbj s „A,K8,m # PicpSKnqrpbj s, since #pSKnzUSKn q is bounded. �

Corollary 7.4. Suppose that the control theorem holds for A and K8, and every place v above p
or of bad reduction for A is finitely decomposed in K8. If Arps has a filtration by K-subgroups with
a subquotients isomorphic to Z{pZ and b subquotients isomorphic to µp with a` b “ 2g, then

ρ ď grK : Qs ` ar ` 2gµ
p1q
Pic `min pgrK : Qs ´ r2b, bpr1 ` r2 ` rqq .

Proof. Since 0 Ă Arps Ă Arp2s Ă . . . Ă Arpms has subquotients Arps, Proposition 7.3 applies. �

Remark 7.5. Remark 3.3 applies equally well to Proposition 7.3 and Corollary 7.4.

7.6. The assumptions on Arpms in Propositions 7.1 and 7.3 are satisfied after replacing K by a
finite extension K 1. We record how this affects the Iwasawa invariants involved in the obtained
inequalities. Set K 1

8 :“ K 1K8, and write K 1
n, µ1Pic, ρ

1, µ1Sel, etc. for K 1
8{K

1 analogues of the
familiar notation.

Lemma 7.7. One has µpmqPic ď µ
1pmq
Pic for all m ě 0. In particular, µPic ď µ1Pic.

Proof. If K 1 XK8 “ Kn, then Lemma 4.5 and Proposition 6.2 give pnµpmqPic ď µ
1pmq
Pic . �

Lemma 7.8. Suppose that the control theorem holds for A and K8 and also for AK1 and K 1
8. Then

ρm` µ
pmq
Sel ď ρ1m` µ

1pmq
Sel for all m ě 0. In particular, ρ ď ρ1, and if ρ1 “ 0, then µSel ď µ1Sel.

Proof. If K 1XK8 “ Kn, then Lemma 4.6 and Proposition 6.6 give pnpρm`µpmqSel q ď ρ1m`µ
1pmq
Sel . �

8. Conclusions for the cyclotomic Zp-extension

Keeping the setup of §6, we now assume that K8{K is the cyclotomic Zp-extension, i.e., the unique
Zp-subextension of Kpµp8q{K. No anomalies occur: every finite v is finitely decomposed in K8,
and for a finite extensionK 1{K, the compositumK 1

8 :“ K 1K8 is the cyclotomic Zp-extension ofK 1.

Conjecture 8.1 (Iwasawa [Iwa71, p. 392], [Iwa73, p. 11]). µPic “ 0.

Conjecture 8.2 (Mazur [Maz72, p. 184]). If A has good ordinary reduction at all v | p, then ρ “ 0.
12



8.3. Status of 8.1 and 8.2. Conjecture 8.1 is known for abelian K{Q [FW79]; Conjecture 8.2
is known for A “ EK , if p is odd, E Ñ SpecQ is an elliptic curve with good ordinary reduction
at p, and K{Q is abelian [Kat04, 17.4], [Roh84], and also for A with finite Selp8 A, as the control
theorem shows. Examples with µSel ą 0 are known, and in fact µp1qSel can be arbitrarily large when
K is allowed to vary, as Example 8.8 shows.

The inequalities of §7 allow one to relate Conjectures 8.1 and 8.2:

Theorem 8.4. If ρ` µSel “ 0, the control theorem holds for A and K8, and

(i) A has Z{pZ as a K-subgroup and semiabelian reduction at all v | p, or

(ii) p is odd, and A has Z{pZ as a K-subgroup, or

(iii) p is odd, K is totally real, and A has µp as a K-subgroup,

then µPic “ 0.

Proof. The conclusion is immediate from Proposition 7.1, because Σ “ H. �

Adopting the notation of 7.6, one can use the results of §7 to study boundedness questions:

Theorem 8.5. If K “ Q, the reduction of A at p is good ordinary, and Arps has a filtration by
K-subgroups with subquotients isomorphic to Z{pZ or µp, then ρ1 Àd,g 1 and µ

1p1q
Sel Àd,g 1 for an

abelian extension K 1{Q of degree d.

Proof. Indeed, µ1Pic “ 0 (cf. 8.3), so Proposition 7.3 gives the claim. �

Remarks.

8.6. If one assumes Conjecture 8.1, then the abelian restriction on K 1{Q is not needed; in fact,
one can then also drop the assumption on Arps and get the ρ1, µ1p1qSel Àd,g,p 1 conclusion with
the help of Lemma 7.8. Conversely, due to Proposition 7.1 and Lemma 7.8, such a conclusion
for all d and a single A with good ordinary reduction at p would give µ1p1qPic Àd,p 1. Due to
Proposition 7.3 and Lemma 7.7, this would in turn imply ρ1, µ1p1qSel Àd,g,p 1 for every A with
good ordinary reduction at p. Is there a way to prove ρ1, µ1p1qSel Àd,g,p 1 for a single such A
without restricting to abelian K 1{Q and relying on Conjecture 8.1?

8.7. If d “ g “ 1 and the reduction of A at p is good ordinary (but no assumption on Arps), then
Greenberg has conjectured that µ1p1qSel ď 1 [Gre99, 1.11 and p. 118 Remark]. We show that
µ
1p1q
Sel can grow unboundedly as d grows:

Example 8.8. Suppose that Arps – pZ{pZqg ‘ µgp over S and A has good reduction at all v | p.
Then AK1rps – pZ{pZqg ‘ µgp over SK1 for every finite extension K 1{K [Čes13, 3.4 and the proof of
3.3]. For instance, this is the case for K “ Q and A “ X0p11q with p “ 5 [Čes13, 1.10].

Assume that p ą 2. By [Čes13, 5.5 and the proof of 5.4] and Lemmas B.1 and B.2,

# SelpAKn „A,K8 #H1pSKn , pZ{pZqg ‘ µgpq „ # PicpSKnqrps2g ¨ pgp
npr1`r2q. (3)

If the reduction is ordinary at all v | p, then (3) combines with Propositions 6.2 and 6.6 to give

ρ` µ
p1q
Sel “ 2gµ

p1q
Pic ` gpr1 ` r2q.
13



The same reasoning applies with K replaced by a finite extension K 1. In particular, if p ą 2, the
reduction of A at all v | p is good ordinary, and Arps – pZ{pZqg ‘ µgp, then

ρ1 ` µ
1p1q
Sel “ 2gµ

1p1q
Pic ` gpr

1
1 ` r

1
2q (4)

for every finite extension K 1{K. In particular, under Conjectures 8.1 and 8.2, µ1p1qSel “ gpr11 ` r12q,
and for K “ Q, A “ X0p11q, p “ 5, and K 1{Q abelian, the same holds unconditionally (cf. 8.3).

Appendix A. Cardinalities of the images of local Kummer homomorphisms

Let K be a local field, A a g-dimensional abelian variety over K, and l a prime. Proposition A.1
summarizes standard computations in the form needed for the bounds of §§2-3.

Proposition A.1. Fix an m P Zą0. If K is nonarchimedean, let FK be its residue field.

(a) If K is nonarchimedean and l ‰ charFK , then # pApKq{lmApKqq “ #ApKqrlms.

(b) If K is a finite extension of Ql, then # pApKq{lmApKqq “ lmgrK:Qls ¨#ApKqrlms.

(c) If K – R and l “ 2, then ApKq{lmApKq – π0pApKqq (component group for the archimedean
topology) and #π0pApKqq ď 2g. In all other archimedean cases, ApKq{lmApKq “ 0.

Proof.

(a) Let OK be the ring of integers of K and A Ñ SpecOK the Néron model of A. Since A is
smooth over the Henselian OK , the reduction homomorphism ApOKq Ñ ApFKq is surjective
[BLR90, 2.2/14]; once we show that its kernel is uniquely divisible by lm, the conclusion
follows from the snake lemma because #pApFKq{lmApFKqq “ #ApFKqrlms due to finiteness
of ApFKq. Since A lm

ÝÑ A is separated étale [BLR90, 7.3/2(b)], so is its pullback over each
P P ApOKq, and the claimed unique divisibility follows from [EGA IV4, 18.5.12].

(b) The finite index inclusion ZgrK:Qls

l Ă ApKq of [Mat55, Thm. 7] with the snake lemma give

# Coker
´

ApKq
lm
ÝÑ ApKq

¯

# Ker
´

ApKq
lm
ÝÑ ApKq

¯ “

# Coker
´

ZgrK:Qls

l
lm
ÝÑ ZgrK:Qls

l

¯

# Ker
´

ZgrK:Qls

l
lm
ÝÑ ZgrK:Qls

l

¯ “ lmgrK:Qls.

(c) H1pK,Arlmsq “ 0 unless K – R and l “ 2, in which case [GH81, 1.1 (3)] applies. �

Remark A.2. Finiteness of quotients ApKq{lmApKq fails for K of characteristic l: for instance,
for the Tate elliptic curve Gm{q

Z, combine the snake lemma with the well-known infinitude of
Kˆ{Kˆlm [Iwa86, (2.2) and 2.8].

Appendix B. The flat cohomology of Z{laZ and µlb

Fix a nonempty open U Ă S. We work out the cardinalities of the (compactly supported) flat
cohomology groups of U with Z{laZ or µlb coefficients, which are needed in §§2-3

Lemma B.1.

(a) #H1pS,Z{laZq “ #pPic` S{l
a Pic` Sq.
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(b) If l ‰ charK, then, interpreting rKv : Qls as 0 unless charK “ 0 and v | l,

#pPic` S{l
a Pic` Sq ď #H1pU,Z{laZq ď #pPic` S{l

a Pic` Sq ¨
ź

vPSzU

´

#µlapKvq ¨ l
arKv :Qls

¯

.

Proof.

(a) Since H1pS,Z{laZq – Hompπét
1 pSq,Z{laZq, the theory of the narrow Hilbert class field gives

the claim in the number field case. For function fields, one can (alternatively) use duality:
by [Mil06, III.8.2], H1pS,Z{laZq – H2pS, µlaq

˚, so, due to 0 Ñ µla Ñ Gm
la
ÝÑ Gm Ñ 0 that

is exact in Sfppf , the vanishing of the Brauer group of S gives the claim.

(b) The exact 0 Ñ H1pS,Z{laZq Ñ H1pU,Z{laZq Ñ
ś

vPSzU H
1pKv,Z{laZq{H1pOv,Z{laZq, (a),

and local class field theory give the bounds, becauseH1pKv,Z{laZq – HompKˆ
v {K

ˆla
v ,Z{laZq

and H1pOv,Z{laZq – Hompπét
1 pOvq,Z{laZq – Z{laZ. �

Lemma B.2. #H1pU, µlbq “ # PicpUqrlbs ¨ lb¨maxpr1`r2`#pSzUq´1,0q ¨#µlbpKq.

Proof. Since 0 Ñ µlb Ñ Gm
lb
ÝÑ Gm Ñ 0 is exact in Ufppf , its long exact cohomology sequence

together with the unit theorem [AW45, p. 491, Thm. 6] give the claim. �

Lemma B.3. Set r :“ r1 if l “ 2, and r :“ 0 if l ‰ 2.

(a) If a ě 1, then #H1
c pS,Z{laZq “ #pPicS{la PicSq ¨ 2maxpr´1,0q.

(b) If a ě 1 and U ‰ S, then #H1
c pU,Z{laZq “ #pPicU{la PicUq ¨ lap#pSzUq´1q ¨ 2r.

Proof. By duality [Mil06, III.3.2, III.8.2], #H1
c pU,Z{laZq “ #H2pU, µlaq, and the claim follows

from the cohomology sequence of 0 Ñ µla Ñ Gm
la
ÝÑ Gm Ñ 0 since the Brauer group of U is

understood from the exact sequence 0 Ñ BrU Ñ
À

vRU BrpKvq

ř

invv
ÝÝÝÝÑ Q{Z [Mil06, II.2.1]. �

Lemma B.4. If b ě 1 and l is invertible on U ‰ S, then

#H1
c pU, µlbq ě #pPic` S{l

b Pic` Sq ¨ l
´bpr2`1q,

#H1
c pU, µlbq ď #pPic` S{l

b Pic` Sq ¨ l
bpr1`r2´1q ¨

ź

vPSzU

#µlbpKvq.

Proof. We replace compactly supported flat cohomology by its étale counterpart [Mil06, pp. 165-
166]: by [Mil06, II.3.3, III.3.2, III.8.1] and [Gro68, 11.7 1˝)], the two meanings of H i

cpU, µlbq agree.

By the Euler characteristic formula [Mil06, II.2.13 (b)] and duality [Mil06, II.3.3],

#H1
c pU, µlbq “

#H0
c pU, µlbq ¨#H

2
c pU, µlbq

2rlbr2 ¨#H3
c pU, µlbq

“
#H0

c pU, µlbq ¨#H
1pU,Z{lbZq

2rlbpr2`1q

with r as in Lemma B.3. By [Mil06, II.2.3 (a)] (we use the U ‰ S assumption to discard H0pU, µlbq),

H0
c pU, µlbq –

à

v|8

pH´1pKv, µlbq –
à

real v
H1pKv, µlbq –

à

real v
Rˆ{Rˆl

b

where pH i denotes Tate cohomology. It remains to take into account Lemma B.1(b). �
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